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Annual Examination 2015-16 

Subject :  English 

Class : VII 

Time : 3 hrs     MM : 50 

Q.1 Read the following and tick true or false. 

(a) Manu was coward lady. 

(b) The five friends had no money to return home. 

Q.2 Tick the correct option. 

(a) Down the North/South bone fires consumes a lot of little wood. 

(b) The Bundela kings made Orchha/Sanchi their capita. 

Q.3 Fill in the blanks. 

(a) Lohri celebrates the harvesting of new.................... 

(b) Laxmibai took training in martial ......................... 

Q.4 Write the homophones for- 

(a) Hear (b) Write 

Q.5 Write one word for each. 

(i) A monument built in memory of someone who died somewhere else ..................... 

(ii) Words written in memory of a person who her died an inscription on a 

tombstone.................. 

Q.6 Fill in the blanks space using "between" and "among" 

i. I comes ........................... R and T of English alphabet.

ii. She works ........................ the poor.

Q.7 Punctuate the following paragraph- 

Once bishni  kishto gittoo and lambu went to see a BAL mela in a School there they saw 

many science models made by students bishni asked what is the model about kishto 

explained this is about a water pump. 
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Q.8 Use appropriable prepositions in the following- 

1. She was waiting................. her husband.

2. She always agrees ...................... my decisions.

Q.9 Fill in the blanks spaces with the correct forms. 

Two boys were ..................... (play) in the ground. 

They were ........................... (enjoy) their free time. 

Q.10 Give the opposites of- 

1. Wild 2. Sharp

Q.11 Match the column A with B 

A B 

1. The ship of the desert Very of ten 

2. Cemetery A large burial ground 

3. Frequently A large system of stars. 

4. Galaxy Camel 

Q.12 Answer the following questions (any three) 

a. Why will the pussy like the child?

b. Why are the clouds prettier than boats and ships?

c. How are the days in the south during January?

d. What according to the poet. Is not good for the environment?

Q.13 Answer the following questions (any five) 

1. Why did horse trainer and his wife decide to sell the horse?

2. Why were the students of class VII happy?

3. Who built the buildings at Orchha?

4. What were Laxmi Bai's last words?

5. Why is the story called, "One-way Ticket"?
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6. What is the poem Lohri about?

Q.14 Write eight line of a poem from your text book. 

Q.15 Write an application to your Principal for three days sick leave. 

Q.16 Write five lines about the qualities of Maharani Laxmi Bai. 

Q.17 Write about the Holi celebration in one paragraph.l 

Q.18 Read the following passage and write answer to the questions given at the and- 

Surrounded by the Vindhya ranges, Bhimbetka caves. Lie 46 kms South of Bhopal. Chere 

painting & in over 500 Cave's deplcti the clife of the pre-historic Cave dwellers! paintings 

are mainly in red and with the occasional use of green and yellow. Animals such as bisons, 

tiger, lions, bears, elephants an telops, dogs, lizards, crocodiles etc. 

The superimposition of paintings shows that the same rock surface was used by different 

people at different times. 

A. 1. How far is Bhimbetka from Bhopal? 

2. Whose life is depicted in the paintings?

3. What are the colours used in these paintings?

4. Name the animals seen in these paintings?

5. What shows that the same rock surface was. Used again and again?

B. Match the following- 

Dense Show 

Depict Thick 

Occur Very often 

Frequently  Write over 

Super impose  Happen 
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